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DEFINABILITY IN DIFFERENTIAL-HENSELIAN MONOTONE
FIELDS
TIGRAN HAKOBYAN
Abstract. This paper is a sequel to [1] and considers definability in differential-
henselian monotone fields with c-map and angular component map. We prove
an Equivalence Theorem among whose consequences are a relative quantifier
reduction and an NIP result.
1. Introduction
Let k be a differential field (always of characteristic 0 in this paper, with a single
distinguished derivation). Let also an ordered abelian group Γ be given. This gives
rise to the Hahn field K = k((tΓ)), to be considered in the usual way as a valued
field. Moreover, let an additive map c : Γ → k be given. Then the derivation ∂ of
k extends to a derivation ∂c of K with ∂c(t
γ) = c(γ)tγ for all γ ∈ Γ by setting
∂c(
∑
γ
aγt
γ) :=
∑
γ
(
∂(aγ) + c(γ)aγ
)
tγ .
Let Kc be the valued differential field K with ∂c as its distinguished derivation.
Assume in addition that k is linearly surjective in the sense that for each nonzero
linear differential operator A = a0 + a1∂ + · · · + an∂
n over k we have A(k) = k.
Then Kc is differential-henselian and in [1] we considered these valued differential
fields and among other things proved an Ax-Kochen-Ershov type theorem for them.
Taking c(γ) = 0 for all γ, this becomes the result of Scanlon in [4]. The current
paper is a sequel to [1] and focuses on definability, similar to Scanlon [5].
More generally we consider, as in [1, Section 6], three-sorted structures
K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c)
where K and k are differential fields, Γ is an ordered abelian group, v : K× → Γ
is a valuation which makes K into a valued differential field with a valuation ring
O := Ov such that K is monotone in the sense that v(a
′) ≥ v(a) for all a ∈ K,
π : O → k is a surjective differential ring morphism, c : Γ → k is an additive map
satisfying ∀γ∃x 6= 0
(
v(x) = γ & π(x†) = c(γ)
)
. To make the maps π and v total,
we add a formal symbol ∞ to the sorts of the residue field and the value group as
default values, i.e. π(x) = ∞ if and only if x ∈ K \ O, and v(x) = ∞ if and only
if x = 0. We construe these K as L3-structures for a natural 3-sorted language
L3 (with unary function symbols for π, v and c). We have an obvious set Mo(c)
of L3-sentences whose models are exactly these K. We refer to [1, Section 6] for
details, and just mention here one of the main results from [1], namely that if K
is differential-henselian (as defined in the next section), then Th(K) is completely
axiomatized by Mo(c), axioms expressing differential-henselianity, and Th(k,Γ; c).
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To study definability we consider, as in Scanlon [5], expansions of such K by an
angular component map ac : K → k on K. In Section 3 we introduce a suitable
notion of angular component map on K (the definition is not completely obvious)
and show its existence if K is ℵ1-saturated.
To state our results precisely, we need to be more specific about the language.
The language L3 has three sorts: f (the main field sort), r (the residue field sort),
and v (the value group sort); it contains an f-copy Lf = {0, 1,−,+, ·, ∂} of the
language of differential rings, an r-copy Lr = {0, 1,−,+, ·, ∂¯} of this language, and
a v-copy Lv = {≤, 0,−,+} of the language of ordered abelian groups, with disjoint
Lf, Lr, Lv. It also has the unary function symbols π, v, c of (mixed) sorts fr, fv,
vr, respectively. This completes the description of L3. Let Lrv be the 2-sorted
sublanguage of L3 consisting of Lr and Lv, and the function symbol c. By L3(ac)
we mean L3 augmented by a new unary function symbol ac of sort fr. Let T be
the L3(ac)-theory of d-henselian monotone valued differential fields with angular
component map. Let the L3(ac)-structures
K1 = (K1,k1,Γ1; π1, v1, c1, ac1), K2 = (K2,k2,Γ2; π2, v2, c2, ac2)
be models of T . The main result of this paper is the Equivalence Theorem 4.1
among whose consequences are the following (see Section 5):
Theorem 1. If K1 ⊆ K2 and (k1,Γ1; c1) 4Lrv (k2,Γ2; c2), then K1 4 K2.
Here “⊆” means “substructure of”. We also derive a relative quantifier reduction
result. This uses a technical notion of special formula whose definition can be found
in Section 5.
Theorem 2. Every L3(ac)-formula is T -equivalent to a special L3(ac)-formula.
We use this to prove the following for models K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c, ac) of T :
Corollary 1. If a set X ⊆ km × Γn is definable in K, then X is already definable
in the Lrv-structure (k,Γ; c).
Corollary 2. K has NIP if and only if the 2-sorted structure (k,Γ; c) has NIP.
We also show how to eliminate the angular component maps from Theorem 1 and
Corollaries 1 and 2.
2. Preliminaries
A differential field is throughout a field of characteristic zero with a derivation on
it. For an element f of a differential field we usually denote its derivative with
respect to the given derivation by f ′, and also set f † := f ′/f when f 6= 0.
Adopting terminology from [2], a valued differential field is a differential field K
together with a (Krull) valuation v : K× → Γ whose residue field k := O/O has
characteristic zero; here Γ = v(K×) is the value group, and we also let O denote
the valuation ring of v with maximal ideal O, and let
C = CK := {f ∈ K : f
′ = 0}
denote the constant field of the differential field K, and for a, b ∈ K we set
a ≍ b :⇔ v(a) = v(b), a  b :⇔ v(a) ≥ v(b), a ≺ b :⇔ v(a) > v(b).
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(If we wish to specify the ambient K or the valuation v, we also write OK or Ov to
indicate the valuation ring.) Let K be a valued differential field as above, and let
∂ be its derivation. We say that ∂ is small if ∂(O) ⊆ O. In that case, ∂ is continuous
with respect to the valuation topology on K; see [2, 4.4.6]. We say that K has
many constants if v(C×) = Γ. We say that K has few constants if v(C×) = {0}.
Following [3] we call K monotone if f ′  f for all f ∈ K. If K is monotone, then ∂
is obviously small. If K has many constants and small derivation, then K is easily
seen to be monotone. If K is monotone, then so is any valued differential field
extension with small derivation and the same value group as K; see [2, 6.3.6].
From now on we assume that the derivation of K is small. This has the effect
(see [3] or [2, Lemma 4.4.2]) that also ∂(O) ⊆ O, and so ∂ induces a derivation on
the residue field; we view k below as equipped with this induced derivation, and
refer to it as the differential residue field of K.
We say that K is differential-henselian (for short: d-henselian) if every differential
polynomial P ∈ O{Y } = O[Y, Y ′, Y ′′, . . . ] whose reduction P ∈ k{Y } has total
degree 1 has a zero in O. (Note that for ordinary polynomials P ∈ O[Y ] this
requirement defines the usual notion of a henselian valued field, that is, a valued
field whose valuation ring is henselian as a local ring.)
If K is d-henselian, then its differential residue field is clearly linearly surjective:
any linear differential equation y(n) + an−1y
(n−1) + · · · + a0y = b with coefficients
ai, b ∈ k has a solution in k. This is a key constraint on our notion of d-henselianity.
If K is d-henselian, then k has a lift to K, meaning, a differential subfield of K
contained in O that maps isomorphically onto k under the canonical map from
O onto k; see [2, 7.1.3]. Other items from [2] that are relevant in this paper
are the following differential analogues of Hensel’s Lemma and of results due to
Ostrowski/Krull/Kaplansky on valued fields:
(DV1) If the derivation of k is nontrivial, then K has a spherically complete im-
mediate valued differential field extension with small derivation; [2, 6.9.5].
(DV2) If k is linearly surjective and K is spherically complete, then K is d-
henselian; [2, 7.0.2].
(DV3) If k is linearly surjective and K is monotone, then any two spherically
complete immediate monotone valued differential field extensions of K are
isomorphic over K; [2, 7.4.3].
We also need a model-theoretic variant of (DV3):
(DV4) Suppose k is linearly surjective and K is monotone. Let K• be a spheri-
cally complete immediate valued differential field extension of K with small
derivation. ThenK• can be embedded overK into any |v(K×)|+-saturated
d-henselian monotone valued differential field extension of K; [2, 7.4.5].
The list (DV1)–(DV4) almost repeats a similar list in [1], but the assumption here
that the derivation of K• in (DV4) is small was inadvertently omitted there. The
assumption there in (DV4) that v(K×) 6= {0} is unnecessary and is dropped here.
Consider 3-sorted structures
K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c)
where K and k are differential fields, Γ is an ordered abelian group, v : K× → Γ
is a valuation which makes K into a monotone valued differential field, π : O → k
with O := Ov is a surjective differential ring morphism, c : Γ → k is an additive
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map satisfying ∀γ∃x 6= 0
(
v(x) = γ & π(x†) = c(γ)
)
. We construe these K as
L3-structures for our 3-sorted language L3. We have an obvious set Mo(c) of L3-
sentences whose models are exactly these K.
Lemma 2.1. Let K |= Mo(c) be as above and b ∈ K×. Then π(b†) = π(a†)+c(v(b))
for some a ≍ 1 in K.
Proof. Take x ∈ K× with x ≍ b and π(x†) = c(v(b)). Then a := b/x works. 
3. Angular components
Let K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c) |= Mo(c).
An angular component map on K is a map ac : K× → k× such that
(1) ac is a multiplicative group morphism and ac(a) = π(a) for all a ≍ 1,
(2) ac(a†) = ac(a)† + c(v(a)) for all a ∈ K× with a′ ≍ a,
(3) ac(d)† = −c(v(d)) for all d ∈ C×.
We extend such a map to all of K by ac(0) = 0 ∈ k, so (3) then becomes the
equality in (2) for a′ = 0 instead of a′ ≍ a. Note that if K has few constants,
then (1) and (2) together imply (3). If K has many constants, then this notion of
angular component map is easily seen to agree with that in [2, Section 8.1].
Examples are Hahn differential fields k((tΓ))c (the differential residue field being
identified with k in the usual way), with the angular component map given by
ac(a) = aγ0 for non-zero a =
∑
aγt
γ and γ0 = v(a).
More generally, let s : Γ→ K× be a cross-section with π(s(γ)†) = c(γ) for all γ.
We claim that this yields an angular component map ac on K by
ac(a) := π
( a
s(v(a))
)
for a ∈ K×.
Condition (1) is obviously satisfied. As to condition (2), first note that ac(s(γ)) = 1
for γ ∈ Γ. Next, let a ∈ K× and a′ ≍ a. Then a = s(v(a))u where u ≍ 1 and hence
ac(a) = π(u). Also,
π(a†) = π
(
s(v(a))† + u†
)
= π
(
s(v(a))†
)
+ π(u†) = c(v(a)) + π(u†).
Using a† ≍ 1 and u ≍ 1, this yields ac(a†) = c(v(a))+ π(u)† = ac(a)†+ c(v(a)). As
to (3), let d ∈ C×, so d = u · s(v(d)) with u ≍ 1, hence ac(d) = ac(u) · ac(s(v(d)))
with ac(s(v(d)) = 1, and thus
ac(d)† = ac(u)† = π(u)† = π(u†).
Morever, 0 = d† = u† + s(v(d))†, so u† = −s(v(d))†, and thus
π(u†) = −π
(
s(v(d))†
)
= −c(v(d)).
Therefore, ac(d)† = −c(v(d)), as claimed. This leads to the following:
Corollary 3.1. Suppose the model K of Mo(c) is ℵ1-saturated. Then there exists
an angular component map on K.
Proof. This is close to the proof of [1, Theorem 4.5] and so we shall be brief. Let
G := {a ∈ K× : π(a†) = c(va)}, a subgroup of K×, definable in K, with v(G) = Γ.
ThenH := O×∩G is a pure subgroup ofG, and so we get a cross-section s : Γ→ K×
with s(Γ) ⊆ G as in the proof of [1, Lemma 4.4]. (The assumption in that Lemma
of d-henselianity is superfluous and the reference in its proof to [2, Corollary 3.3.37]
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should be to [2, Corollary 3.3.38].) Then π(s(γ)†) = c(γ) for all γ ∈ Γ. This gives
an angular component map ac on K by ac(a) := π
(
a/s(v(a))
)
for a ∈ K×. 
4. Equivalence over substructures
In this section we consider 3-sorted structures
K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c, ac)
where (K,k,Γ;π, v, c) |= Mo(c) and ac : K → k is an angular component map on
(K,k,Γ;π, v, c). These 3-sorted structures are naturally L3(ac)-structures where
the language L3(ac) is L3 augmented by a unary function symbol ac of sort fr.
Let Mo(c, ac) be the set of L3(ac)-sentences consisting of Mo(c) and a sentence
expressing that ac is an angular component map as defined in the previous section.
Then these 3-sorted structures are exactly the models of Mo(c, ac). Given K as
above we regard any subfield E of K as a valued subfield of K, so the valuation
ring of such E is OE = E ∩Ov. We say that a differential subfield E of K satisfies
the c-condition if for all γ ∈ v(E×) there is an x ∈ E× such that v(x) = γ and
π(x†) = c(γ). For example, K satisfies the c-condition.
Define a good substructure of K to be a triple E = (E,kE,ΓE) such that
(1) E is a differential subfield of K;
(2) kE is a differential subfield of k with ac(E) ⊆ kE (and thus π(OE) ⊆ kE);
(3) ΓE is an ordered abelian subgroup of Γ, with v(E
×) ⊆ ΓE and c(ΓE) ⊆ kE.
Note that we do not demand here that π(OE) = kE or v(E
×) = ΓE. For good
substructures E = (E,kE,ΓE) and F = (F,kF,ΓF) of K we define E ⊆ F to mean
that E ⊆ F , kE ⊆ kF and ΓE ⊆ ΓF. Now let
K1 = (K1,k1,Γ1;π1, v1, c1, ac1), K2 = (K2,k2,Γ2;π2, v2, c2, ac2)
be models of Mo(c, ac), set O1 := Ov1 and O2 := Ov2 , and let
E1 = (E1,kE1 ,ΓE1), E2 = (E2,kE2 ,ΓE2)
be good substructures of K1,K2, respectively. A good map f : E1 → E2 is a
triple f = (f, fr, fv) consisting of a differential field isomorphism f : E1 → E2, a
differential field isomorphism fr : kE1 → kE2 , and an ordered group isomorphism
fv : ΓE1 → ΓE2 , such that
(4) fr(ac1(a)) = ac2(f(a)) for all a ∈ E1;
(5) fv(v1(a)) = v2(f(a)) for all a ∈ E
×
1 ;
(6) (fr, fv) is elementary as a partial map between (k1,Γ1; c1) and (k2,Γ2; c2),
in particular, fr(c1(γ)) = c2(fv(γ)) for all γ ∈ ΓE1 .
Let f = (f, fr, fv) : E1 → E2 be a good map. Then
f−1 := (f−1, f−1r , f
−1
v ) : E2 → E1
is a good map as well, and f(OE1) = OE2 by (5), so f is an isomorphism of valued
fields. Using also (4) we obtain fr(π1(a)) = π2(f(a)) for all a ∈ OE1 .
We say that a good map g = (g, gr, gv) : F1 → F2 extends f if E1 ⊆ F1,
E2 ⊆ F2, and g, gr, gv extend f, fr, fv, respectively. Note that if a good map
E1 → E2 exists, then (k1,Γ1; c1) ≡ (k2,Γ2; c2) by (6). Our goal is:
Theorem 4.1. If K1 and K2 are d-henselian, then any good map E1 → E2 is a
partial elementary map between K1 and K2.
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Towards the proof we establish some lemmas; these do not assume d-henselianity.
Lemma 4.2. Let f : E1 → E2 be a good map and suppose F1 ⊇ E1 and F2 ⊇ E2
are differential subfields of K1 and K2, respectively, such that π1(OF1) ⊆ kE1 and
v1(F
×
1 ) = v1(E
×
1 ). Let g : F1 → F2 be a valued differential field isomorphism such
that g extends f and fr(π1(u)) = π2(g(u)) for all u ≍ 1 in F1. Then ac1(F1) ⊆ kE1
and fr(ac1(a)) = ac2(g(a)) for all a ∈ F1, and thus also ac2(F2) ⊆ kE2 .
Proof. Let a ∈ F1. Then a = bu where b ∈ E1 and u ≍ 1 in F1, so ac1(a) =
ac1(b)π1(u) ∈ kE1 . Thus fr(ac1(a)) = fr(ac1(b))fr(π1(u)) = ac2(f(b))π2(g(u)) =
ac2(g(a)). 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose f : E1 → E2 is a good map, π1(OE1) = kE1 , and F1 ⊇ E1,
F2 ⊇ E2 are differential subfields of K1 and K2, respectively, such that v1(F
×
1 ) =
v1(E
×
1 ). Let g : F1 → F2 be a valued differential field isomorphism extending
f , and gr : π1(OF1) → π2(OF2) the differential field isomorphism induced by g.
Then ac1(F1) = π1(OF1) and gr(ac1(a)) = ac2(g(a)) for all a ∈ F1. Moreover,
ac2(F2) = π2(OF2) and v2(F
×
2 ) = v2(E
×
2 ).
Proof. Let a ∈ F×1 . Then a = bu where a ≍ b ∈ E
×
1 and 1 ≍ u ∈ OF1 , so
ac1(a) = ac1(b)π1(u) ∈ π1(OF1). It is clear that gr extends fr. Thus
gr(ac1(a)) = gr(ac1(b))gr(π1(u)) = fr(ac1(b))π2(g(u)) = ac2(f(b))ac2(g(u))
= ac2(g(b))ac2(g(u)) = ac2(g(bu)) = ac2(g(a)),
as claimed. 
With the assumptions of the lemma above, gr extends fr, (F1, π1(OF1 ),ΓE1) and
(F2, π2(OF2),ΓE2) are good substructures of K1 and K2, respectively, and
g = (g, gr, fv) : (F1, π1(OF1),ΓE1)→ (F2, π2(OF2 ),ΓE2)
extends f and satisfies conditions (4) and (5) for good maps.
Corollary 4.4. Suppose f : E1 → E2 is a good map, π1(OE1) = kE1 , and F1 ⊇ E1
and F2 ⊇ E2 are differential subfields of K1 and K2, respectively, and are immediate
extensions of E1 and E2, respectively. Let g : F1 → F2 be a valued differential field
isomorphism extending f . Then g = (g, fr, fv) is a good map that extends f .
This follows by verifying the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume K1 and K2 are d-henselian, and let
f = (f, fr, fv) : E1 → E2
be a good map. We have to show that this is a partial elementary map between K1
and K2. The case Γ1 = {0} is a routine exercise, so assume Γ1 6= {0}.
By passing to suitable elementary extensions of K1 and K2 we arrange that both
are κ-saturated, where κ is an uncountable cardinal such that |kE1 |, |ΓE1 | < κ.
We call a good substructure E = (E,kE,ΓE) of K1 small if |kE|, |ΓE| < κ. We
prove that the good maps whose domain E is small (such as the above f) form a
back-and-forth system from K1 to K2. This is enough to establish the theorem. We
now present 8 procedures to extend a good map f as above:
(1) Given d ∈ k1, arranging that d ∈ kE1 . This can be done by saturation without
changing f, fv, E1,ΓE1 by extending fr to a map with domain kE1〈d〉 which together
with fv gives a partial elementary map between (k1,Γ1; c1) and (k2,Γ2; c2).
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(2) Given γ ∈ Γ1, arranging that γ ∈ ΓE1 . We can assume c(γ) ∈ kE1 by (1).
Without changing f, fr, E1, kE1 we then use saturation as in (1) to extend fv to
a map with domain ΓE1 + Zγ which together with fr is a partial elementary map
between (k1,Γ1; c1) and (k2,Γ2; c2).
(3) Arranging kE1 = π1(OE1). Let d ∈ kE1 and d 6∈ π1(OE1). Set e = fr(d). There
are two possibilities:
(i) d is d-transcendental over π1(OE1). Then e is d-transcendental over π2(OE2).
Take a ∈ O1 and b ∈ O2 with π1(a) = d and π2(b) = e. Then by [2, Lemma 6.3.1]
we have v1(E
×
1 ) = v1(E1〈a〉
×) and we get an isomorphism g : E1〈a〉 → E2〈b〉 of
valued differential fields which extends f and sends a to b. Therefore by Lemma
4.2, g = (g, fr, fv) is a good map between (E1〈a〉,kE1 ,ΓE1) and (E2〈b〉,kE2 ,ΓE2)
and it extends f .
(ii) d is d-algebraic over π1(OE1). Take a minimal annihilator P¯ ∈ π1(OE1){Y }
of d over π1(OE1). Note that applying fr to the coefficients of P¯ yields a minimal
annihilator of e over π2(OE2). Next, take P ∈ OE1{Y } such that applying π1 to the
coefficients of P yields P¯ and such that P has the same complexity as P¯ . Now K1
is d-henselian, so we obtain a ∈ O1 with π1(a) = d and P (a) = 0. As in the proof
of [2, Lemma 7.1.4] one shows that P is then a minimal annihilator of a over E1.
Applying f to the coefficients of P yields fP ∈ OE2{Y }, and as K2 is d-henselian
we obtain likewise an element b ∈ O2 with π2(b) = e and fP (b) = 0; then fP is
again a minimal annihilator of b over E2. An argument in the beginning of the proof
of [2, Theorem 6.3.2] yields v1(E1〈a〉
×) = v1(E
×
1 ), v2(E2〈b〉
×) = v2(E
×
2 ), and the
uniqueness part of that theorem then gives us a valued differential field isomorphism
g : E1〈a〉 → E2〈b〉 that extends f and sends a to b; the same theorem also gives
π1(OE1〈a〉) = π1(OE1)〈d〉 and π2(OE2〈b〉) = π2(OE2)〈e〉. Using Lemma 4.2 this
yields a good map g = (g, fr, fv) extending f with small domain (E1〈a〉,kE1 ,ΓE1).
By iterating the extension procedures in (i) and (ii) we complete step (3), that is,
arrange kE1 = π1(OE1).
(4) Arranging that kE1 is linearly surjective and kE1 = π1(OE1). This is done by
first iterating (1) and then applying (3).
(5) Arranging that E1 is d-henselian as a valued differential field and kE1 =
π1(OE1). First apply (4) to arrange that kE1 is linearly surjective and kE1 =
π1(OE1). Next, use (DV1)–(DV4) to pass to spherically complete immediate ex-
tensions of E1 and E2 inside K1 and K2, and use Corollary 4.4.
(6) Arranging that E1 satisfies the c-condition. Let γ ∈ v1(E
×
1 ). Take b ∈ E
×
1
with v1(b) = γ. Then Lemma 2.1 gives a ≍ 1 in K
×
1 with π1(b
†) = π1(a
†) + c1(γ).
Using (1) we arrange π1(a) ∈ kE1 . Next, use (3) to arrange kE1 = π1(OE1).
Now choose a⋆ ∈ OE1 with π1(a
⋆) = π1(a). Then π1(a
†) = π1(a)
† = π1(a
⋆)†, so
π1(b
†) = π1(a
⋆)† + c1(γ). Thus x := b/a
⋆ satisfies v1(x) = γ and π1(x
†) = c1(γ).
This takes care of a single γ, and doing the above iteratively we can deal with all
γ ∈ v1(E
×
1 ), preserving |kE1 | < κ; this process does not change ΓE1 .
In steps (1)–(6) the value group v1(E
×
1 ) does not change, so if the first field E1 of
the domain E1 of our good map f satisfies the c-condition, then so does the first
field of the domain of the extension of f constructed in each of (1)–(6).
In steps (7) and (8) below we assume that the domain E1 of our good map
f has the following properties: E1 is d-henselian, E1 satisfies the c-condition, and
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kE1 = π1(OE1). Note that then the codomain E2 has the corresponding properties.
In view of these properties of Ei we have(
Ei,kEi , vi(E
×
i ); πi|OEi , vi|E×i
, ci|vi(E×i )
)
|= Mo(c) (i = 1, 2).
In (7) and (8) below we construct models of the theory Mo(ℓ, c) defined in the
beginning of [1, Section 5]. Concerning Mo(ℓ, c), we shall use [1, Lemma 6.1],
which we slightly reformulate here for the convenience of the reader and because
the statement in [1] has misprints:
Suppose (K,k,Γ;π, v, c) |= Mo(c) is d-henselian, and ι : k → K is a lifting of the
differential residue field k to K, that is, a differential field embedding with image
in O such that π(ι(x)) = x for all x ∈ k. Then
((
K, ι(k)
)
,Γ; v, ι ◦ c
)
|= Mo(ℓ, c).
(7)Towards v1(E
×
1 ) = ΓE1 ; the case of no torsion modulo v1(E
×
1 ). Suppose γ ∈ ΓE1
has no torsion modulo v1(E
×
1 ), that is, nγ 6∈ v1(E
×
1 ) for all n ≥ 1. Take a lifting ι1
of the differential residue field kE1 to E1. Then
ι2 := f ◦ ι1 ◦ f
−1
r : kE2 → E2
is a lifting of the differential residue field kE2 to E2. The proof of [2, Proposition
7.1.3] shows how to extend ιi to a lifting, to be denoted also by ιi, of ki to Ki for
i = 1, 2. Then by the above formulation of [1, Lemma 6.1],
(∗)
((
Ki, ιi(ki)
)
,Γi; vi, ιi ◦ ci
)
|= Mo(ℓ, c) (i = 1, 2).
It follows that we can take a ∈ K×1 such that v1(a) = γ and a
† = (ι1 ◦ c1)(γ). We
distinguish two cases:
(i) c1(γ) = 0. Then a ∈ CK1 and so ac1(a)
† = −c1(γ) = 0. Replace a with
a/ι1(ac1(a)).
(ii) c1(γ) 6= 0. Then a
′ ≍ a, so ac1(a
†) = ac1(a)
† + c1(γ). On the other hand,
ac1(a
†) = π1(a
†) = c1(γ). So ac1(a)
† = 0 and we replace a with a/ι1(ac1(a)).
In both cases the updated a still satisfies v1(a) = γ and a
† = (ι1◦c1)(γ); in addition,
we have ac1(a) = 1. Note that a is transcendental over E1 and P (a) = 0 where
P (Y ) := Y ′ − (ι1 ◦ c1)(γ)Y ∈ OE1{Y }.
In the same way, we get b ∈ K×2 with v2(b) = fv(γ), b
† = (ι2 ◦ c2)(fv(γ)) and
ac2(b) = 1. Then b is transcendental over E2 and P
f (b) = 0 where the differential
polynomial P f(Y ) ∈ OE2{Y } is given by
P f(Y ) := Y ′− (f ◦ ι1 ◦ c1)(γ)Y = Y
′− (ι2 ◦fr ◦ c1)(γ)Y = Y
′− (ι2 ◦ c2)(fv(γ))Y.
Then [2, Lemma 3.1.30] gives
v1(E1(a)
×) = v1(E
×
1 ) + Zγ ⊆ ΓE1 , π1(OE1(a)) = π1(OE1).
It also yields a valued field isomorphism g : E1(a) → E2(b) extending f with
g(a) = b. Note that g is in addition a differential field isomorphism. It is now
routine to verify that (g, fr, fv) is a good map with domain (E1(a),kE1 ,ΓE1). Using
that E1 satisfies the c-condition, it follows easily that E1(a) does as well.
Next we pass to immediate extensions of E1(a) and E2(b) using (DV1)–(DV4)
and appeal to Corollary 4.4 to obtain a good map (h, fr, fv) extending (g, fr, fv)
whose domain (F1,kE1 ,ΓE1) is such that F1 is d-henselian, F1 satisfies the c-
condition, and kE1 = π1(OF1). What we have gained is that γ ∈ v1(F
×
1 ).
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(8) Towards v1(E
×
1 ) = ΓE1 ; the case of prime torsion modulo v1(E
×
1 ). Suppose
γ ∈ ΓE1 \ v1(E
×
1 ) and lγ ∈ v1(E
×
1 ) where l is a prime number. Let ι1 and ι2 be as
in (7). Using (∗) as in (7) we obtain a ∈ K×1 such that v1(a) = γ, a
† = (ι1 ◦ c1)(γ),
and ac1(a) = 1. From [1, Lemma 6.1] as formulated above we also get
(∗∗)
((
Ei, ιi(kEi)
)
, vi(E
×
i ); vi|E×
i
, ιi ◦ ci|vi(E×i )
)
|= Mo(ℓ, c) (i = 1, 2).
This yields an element b ∈ E×1 such that v1(b) = lγ and b
† = l(ι1 ◦ c1)(γ), and as in
(7) we can arrange in addition that ac1(b) = 1. Our next aim is to find d ∈ K
×
1 such
that dl = b and ac1(d) = 1. To this end we consider P (Y ) := Y
l − b/al ∈ O1[Y ].
From ac1(b/a
l) = 1 and b/al ≍ 1 we get v1(1 − b/a
l) > 0, that is, v1(P (1)) > 0.
Moreover, P ′(1) = l. By henselianity we get u ∈ K1 such that P (u) = 0 and
v1(u− 1) > 0. Setting d := au ∈ K
×
1 , we have
dl = b, π1(d
†) = c1(γ), v1(d) = γ, ac1(d) = ac1(a)ac1(u) = 1.
Now v2(f(b)) = lfv(γ), f(b)
† = l(ι2 ◦ c2)(fr(γ)), and ac2(f(b)) = 1, so in the same
way we constructed d, we find e ∈ K×2 such that
el = f(b), π2(e
†) = c2(fr(γ)), v2(e) = fr(γ), ac2(e) = 1.
Then [2, Lemma 3.1.28] gives us an isomorphism g : E1(d) → E2(e) of valued
fields extending f and sending d to e. This isomorphism is also a differential field
isomorphism. Using that same lemma it is routine to check that g := (g, fr, fv) is
a good map with domain (E1(d),kE1 ,ΓE1). Using that E1 satisfies the c-condition
and π(d†) = c1(γ), it follows that E1(d) satisfies the c-condition.
Unlike in (7) we do not need to extend further to immediate extensions of E1(d)
and E2(e) to regain d-henselianity: By [1, Corollary 1.3], E1(d) and E2(e) are
d-henselian. What we have gained is that γ ∈ v1(E1(d)
×).
Now let any a ∈ K1 be given; we need to extend f to a good map with small
domain and with a in its domain. Using (1)–(8) we arrange that E1 is d-henselian,
E1 satisfies the c-condition, kE1 = π1(OE1), and v1(E
×
1 ) = ΓE1 . Using that E1〈a〉
has countable transcendence degree over E1 it follows from [2, Lemma 3.1.10] that
|π1(OE1〈a〉)| < κ and |v1(E1〈a〉
×)| < κ. Using again (1)–(8) we extend f to a good
map f1 = (f1, f1,r, f1,v) with small domain E
1
1 = (E
1
1 ,kE1
1
,ΓE1
1
) such that E11 is
d-henselian, satisfies the c-condition, and
π1(OE1〈a〉) ⊆ kE11 = π1(OE11 ), v1(E1〈a〉
×) ⊆ ΓE1
1
= v1((E
1
1 )
×).
Next we extend f1 in the same way to f2 = (f2, f2,r, f2,v) with small domain E
2
1 =
(E21 ,kE2
1
,ΓE2
1
) such that E21 is d-henselian, E
2
1 satisfies the c-condition, and
π1(OE1
1
〈a〉) ⊆ kE2
1
= π1(OE2
1
), v1(E
1
1 〈a〉
×) ⊆ ΓE2
1
= v1((E
2
1 )
×).
Continuing in this manner and taking the union of the resulting good maps and
small domains, we get a good map f∞ = (f∞, f∞,r, f∞,v) with small domain
E∞1 = (E
∞
1 ,kE∞1 ,ΓE∞1 ) and codomain E
∞
2 = (E
∞
2 ,kE∞2 ,ΓE∞2 ) such that E
∞
1 is
d-henselian, E∞1 satisfies the c-condition, and
π1(OE∞
1
〈a〉) = kE∞
1
= π1(OE∞
1
), v1(E
∞
1 〈a〉
×) = ΓE∞
1
= v1((E
∞
1 )
×).
Therefore, the differential valued field extension E∞1 〈a〉 of E
∞
1 is immediate. By
(DV1) and (DV4) we have a spherically complete immediate valued differential field
extension E•i ⊆ Ki of E
∞
i 〈a〉 (and thus of Ei) for i = 1, 2. Then by (DV3) and
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Corollary 4.4 we can extend f∞ to a good map f• with small domain (E
•
1 ,kE∞1 ,ΓE∞1 )
and codomain (E•2 ,kE∞2 ,ΓE∞2 ). It remains to note that a ∈ E1〈a〉 ⊆ E
•
1 .
This finishes the proof of the forth part. The back part is done likewise.
5. Relative quantifier elimination
In this section we derive various consequences of Theorem 4.1. Recall from the
introduction the 3-sorted languages L3 and L3(ac) and the 2-sorted language Lrv.
We also defined there T to be the L3(ac)-theory of d-henselian monotone valued
differential fields with angular component map as defined in Section 3. Let
K1 = (K1,k1,Γ1; π1, v1, c1, ac1), K2 = (K2,k2,Γ2; π2, v2, c2, ac2)
be models of T considered as L3(ac)-structures.
Corollary 5.1. K1 ≡ K2 if and only if (k1,Γ1; c1) ≡ (k2,Γ2; c2) as Lrv-structures.
Proof. Suppose (k1,Γ1; c1) ≡ (k2,Γ2; c2). Then we have good substructures E1 =
(Q,Q; {0}) of K1, E2 = (Q,Q; {0}) of K2, and an obviously good map E1 → E2,
so Theorem 4.1 applies. The other direction of the corollary is trivial. 
Corollary 5.2. Let K1 be a substructure of K2, with (k1,Γ1; c1) 4 (k2,Γ2; c2) as
Lrv-structures. Then K1 4 K2.
Proof. With (K1,k1,Γ1) in the role of a good substructure of K1 as well as of K2,
the identity on (K1,k1,Γ1) is a good map. Hence K1 4 K2 by Theorem 4.1. 
To eliminate angular components in Corollary 5.2, consider L3-structures
E = (E,kE ,ΓE ; πE , vE , cE), F = (F,kF ,ΓF ; πF , vF , cF )
that are d-henselian models of Mo(c).
Corollary 5.3. Suppose E is a substructure of F and (kE ,ΓE ; cE) 4 (kF ,ΓF ; cF )
as Lrv-structures. Then E 4 F .
Proof. By passing to suitable elementary extensions we arrange that E and F are
ℵ1-saturated. Then the proof of Corollary 3.1 yields a cross-section sE : ΓE → E
×
such that πE(sE(γ)
†) = cE(γ) for all γ ∈ ΓE , and also a cross-section sF : ΓF → F
×
such that πF (sF (γ)
†) = cF (γ) for all γ ∈ ΓF . Now ΓE is an ℵ1-saturated pure
subgroup of ΓF and thus we have an internal direct sum decomposition ΓF = ΓE⊕∆
by [2, Corollary 3.3.38]. This gives a cross-section s : ΓF → F
× that agrees with sE
on ΓE and with sF on ∆. Moreover, πF (s(γ)
†) = cF (γ) for all γ ∈ ΓF . This yields
an angular component map acF on F by ac(x) = πF
(
x/s(vF (x))
)
. Its restriction
to ΓE is angular component map on E . Now use Corollary 5.2. 
Let x be an l-tuple of distinct f-variables, y an m-tuple of distinct r-variables, and
z an n-tuple of distinct v-variables, Call an L3(ac)-formula φ(x, y, z) special if
φ(x, y, z) = ψ
(
ac(P1(x)), . . . , ac(Pp(x)), v(Q1(x)), . . . , v(Qq(x)), y, z
)
,
for some Lrv-formula ψ
(
u1, . . . , up, w1, . . . , wq, y, z
)
where u1, . . . , up are extra r-
variables, w1, . . . , wq are extra v-variables, and where the differential polynomials
P1, . . . , Pp, Q1, . . . , Qq ∈ Q{x} have all their coefficients in Z. Note that a special
formula contains no quantified f -variables.
We now state the relative quantifier elimination result.
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Theorem 5.4. Every L3(ac)-formula θ(x, y, z) is T -equivalent to some special
L3(ac)-formula θ
∗(x, y, z).
Proof. For a model K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c, ac) of T and for a tuple (a, d, γ) where
a ∈ K l, d ∈ km and γ ∈ Γn, define the special type of (a, d, γ) (in K), denoted by
sptp(a, d, γ), to be the following set of special formulas:
sptp(a, d, γ) = {φ(x, y, z) : φ is a special L3(ac)-formula and K |= φ(a, d, γ)}.
Let K1 and K2 be models of T and let ai ∈ K
l
i , di ∈ k
m
i and γi ∈ Γ
n
i for i = 1, 2
be such that (a1, d1, γ1) and (a2, d2, γ2) have the same special type, in K1 and
K2 respectively. By Stone’s Representation Theorem, it is enough to show that
then (a1, d1, γ1) and (a2, d2, γ2) realize the same type in K1 and K2, respectively.
Consider the differential subfield Ei := Q〈ai〉 of Ki, the ordered subgroup ΓEi of
Γi generated by vi(E
×
i ) and γi, and the differential subfield
kEi := Q〈aci(Ei), ci(ΓEi), di〉
of ki, for i = 1, 2. Then Ei := (Ei,kEi ,ΓEi) is a good substructure of Ki, for
i = 1, 2. Note that for all P ∈ Q{x} and for i = 1, 2 we have P (ai) = 0 iff
aci(P (ai)) = 0. Since a1 and a2 have the same special type, this yields a differential
field isomorphism f : E1 → E2 with f(a1) = a2. It is also routine to show that
we have an ordered group isomorphism fv : ΓE1 → ΓE2 such that fv(γ1) = γ2
and fv(v1(a)) = v2(f(a)) for all a ∈ E
×
1 , and a differential field isomorphism
fr : kE1 → kE2 with fr(d1) = d2, fr(c1(γ)) = c2(fv(γ)) for all γ ∈ ΓE1 and
fr(ac1(a)) = ac2(f(a)) for all a ∈ E1. These properties of the maps f, fr, fv only
use that the tuples (a1, d1, γ1) and (a2, d2, γ2) realize the same quantifier-free special
formulas φ(x, y, z) in K1 and K2 respectively, but the full assumption on these two
tuples guarantees that (fr, fv) is a partial elementary map between (k1,Γ1; c1) and
(k2,Γ2; c2). Thus we have a good map f = (f, fr, fv), and it remains to apply
Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 5.5. Let K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c, ac) |= T . Then any set X ⊆ km×Γn that
is definable in K is definable in the Lrv-structure (k,Γ; c). In particular, (k,Γ; c) is
stably embedded in K.
The angular component map does not occur in the above reduct (k,Γ; c), so we can
eliminate it in the result above in view of Corollary 3.1:
Corollary 5.6. Let K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c) be a d-henselian model of Mo(c). Then
any set X ⊆ km×Γn that is definable in K is definable in the Lrv-structure (k,Γ; c).
6. NIP
Let K = (K,k,Γ;π, v, c, ac) be a model of T . When does K have NIP (the Non-
Independence Property)? This can be reduced to the same question for (k,Γ; c):
Corollary 6.1. K has NIP if and only if the Lrv-structure (k,Γ; c) has NIP.
Proof. The forward direction is clear. To prove the contrapositive of the other
direction, assume ϕ(x, y, z; x˜, y˜, z˜) is an L3(ac)-formula having IP inK, with |x| = k,
|y| = l, |z| = m, |x˜| = k˜, |y˜| = l˜, |z˜| = m˜. Moreover, without loss of generality,
we can assume K is 2ℵ0 -saturated. This means we have a sequence {(ai, ui, γi)}i∈N
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with ai ∈ K
k, ui ∈ k
l and γi ∈ Γ
m and for every I ⊆ N, tuples a˜I ∈ K
k˜, u˜I ∈ k
l˜
and γ˜I ∈ Γ
m˜, such that for all i ∈ N and I ⊆ N,
K |= ϕ(ai, ui, γi; a˜I , u˜I , γ˜I)⇔ i ∈ I.
By Theorem 5.4, ϕ(x, y, z; x˜, y˜, z˜) is T -equivalent to a special formula
ψ
(
ac
(
P
⇀
(x)
)
, v
(
Q
⇀
(x)
)
, y, z; ac
(
R
⇀
(x˜)
)
, v
(
S
⇀
(x˜)
)
, y˜, z˜
)
,
where ψ is an Lrv-formula and P
⇀
, Q
⇀
, R
⇀
, S
⇀
are finite tuples of differential poly-
nomials in Q{x˜}. This yields tuples witnessing that ψ has IP in (k,Γ; c):
(k,Γ; c) |= ψ
(
ac
(
P
⇀
(ai)
)
, v
(
Q
⇀
(ai)
)
, ui, γi; ac
(
R
⇀
(a˜I)
)
, v
(
S
⇀
(a˜I)
)
, u˜I , γ˜I
)
⇔ i ∈ I,
for all i ∈ N and I ⊆ N. 
By Corollary 3.1 the result just proved goes through for d-henselian model of Mo(c).
Example of a d-henselian model of Mo(c) with few constants that has NIP. Let
K := T[i]((tR))c be the d-henselian monotone valued differential field considered
in [1, Section 4]; here T is the valued differential field of transseries, i2 = −1, and
c : R → T[i] is the additive map given by c(r) = ir. By [2, Proposition 16.6.6], T
has NIP. Then the Lrv-structure (T[i],R; c) has NIP, since it is interpretable in the
valued differential field T. Therefore, K = (K,T[i],R;π, v, c), where π and v are
the obvious maps, also has NIP.
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